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NFTs
Buy, Stake and Earn!

 You can earn your $LUNACat tokens by staking
your NFT through our dApp directly. Mint your NFT
on the Binance Smart Chain and deposit it into the
staking pool. Your staking APY will depend on the
rarity of the NFT you hold!

You can buy $LUNACat directly from Pancakeswap
DEX and other CEX’s upon announcement of
listing.

You can buy your Luna Cat NFT directly from our
dApp that will be available on launch and stake
your NFT 

You can start earning $LUNACat tokens through
staking your NFTs based on the calculated APY of
your NFT rarity



Understanding 
Rarities & Staking

 Only 1,000 first edition NFT’s will be available for
grabs with different rarities defining your staking
rewards

 
 
 
 

Rarity NFTs Drop chance APY

Common 520 52% 300%

Uncommon 430 43% 450%

Rare 45 45% 900%

Legendary 5 5% 1500%

Rarity Unlocked
APY

1 Week
lock

2 Week
lock

3 Week
lock

4 Week
lock

Common 300% 360% 450% 600% 750%

Uncommon 450% 540% 675% 900% 1125%

Rare 900% 1080% 1350% 1800% 2250%

Legendary 1500% 1800% 2250% 3000% 3750%

If you choose to go with locked staking your
rewards will also increase, the longer the lock the
more the rewards

 
 
 
 



BNB Giveaways
for NFT holders!

For every 100 NFTs minted, we will be giving away
BNB rewards to 1 random holder as below:

 
 
 NFT count Mint Price (BNB) Giveaway

0 - 100 0.3 1 BNB

101 - 200 0.3 2 BNB

201 - 300 0.3 3 BNB

301 - 400 0.3 4 BNB

401 - 500 0.5 5 BNB

501 - 600 0.5 6 BNB

601 - 700 0.5 7 BNB

701 - 800 0.7 8 BNB

801 - 900 0.7 9 BNB

901 - 1000 0.7 10 BNB



Roadmap
 Phase 1

 

Phase 2

 

Phase 3

 

Phase 4

 

Luna Cat Branding
NFT designing
Website live
Writing contracts
Press release

Presale goes live
Listing on DEX
NFT sale goes live
Staking goes live
Listing on first CEX
Listing on CMC/CG

Listing on HotBit
Billboard Promotions
3D NFT design
NFT Marketplace reveal
Trending on Japan media

Listing on BitMart
3D NFT goes live
NFT Marketplace live
Weibo marketing
Charity donation
Comics series

Listing on MXC
Big Partnerships
Burn events
NFT Marketplace 
- marketing
TikTok competitions

Listing on Gate
Auto staking introduction
2Earn concept integration
Partnership with Otherside
Metaverse land integration on MANA



Follow us to
stay updated!

https://lunacat.co.uk

https://twitter.com/LunaCatCoin

https://t.me/LunaCatCoin

https://www.facebook.com/Luna-Cat-100742279333845

https://discord.gg/VajEFhktsv

https://instagram.com/LunaCat.coin

https://twitter.com/LunaCatCoin
https://t.me/LunaCatCoin
https://discord.gg/VajEFhktsv
https://www.facebook.com/Luna-Cat-100742279333845
https://lunacat.co.uk/
https://instagram.com/LunaCat.coin


Disclaimer
Luna Cat including but not limited to the overall
project, the token, website, smart contracts and any
apps (“Luna Cat”) as presented in this conceptual
paper is not an licensed, unlicensed or exempted
financial or payment service of any kind and in any
jurisdiction. This is a work of fan fiction using
characters from the Sailor Moon Manga Series, which
is trademarked by Naoko Takeuchi. The characters are
created and owned by Naoko Takeuchi, and we do not
claim any ownership over them or the Mange Series,
Sailor Moon. We are not affiliated, associated,
authorized, endorsed by, or in any way officially
connected with the Sailor Moon Mange
Series/Franchise, or any of its subsidiaries or its
affiliates. Any terminology used in this Whitepaper, on
the Website or within the app is intended only as a
basic reference, without any effective or legal meaning
of the same terms in a regulated and/or financial
environment. Luna Cat is a fully and completely
decentralized project,  the Luna Cat smart contracts
are open-source, permanent and security audited. The
LUNACAT token is a strictly utility token in any
jurisdiction and is not and can not be considered as a
security or otherwise a regulated token of any kind, is
not in any way e-money and/or a fiat or asset backed
stablecoin, whether global or limited in scope. This
Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a
contractual agreement of any kind, is not an invitation,
solicitation or offer to invest in Luna Cat or acquire or
use its LUNACAT tokens in any way and with any
expectation of profit in any form. Any user of Luna Cat
declares to have received appropriate technical,
administrative, regulatory and legal advice before and
after accessing and/or reading this Whitepaper, the
website and using any portion or element of Luna Cat
(including any LUNACAT token or NFT therein) and
accepts that there is an inherent high risk in accessing,
acquiring or using any kind of blockchain and/or
crypto system, token, platform, software, interface
including Luna Cat and further acknowledges with full
disclaimer for any community member directly or
indirectly involved with Luna Cat, that there can be any
kind of damage suffered, including total loss. 


